Development of a computer program to analyze the parameters of platelet-vessel wall interaction.
The use of the Baumgartner perfusion system allows the morphometric quantification of platelets interacting with vessel wall, however it presents the basic difficulties of morphometrical measurements. In order to facilitate the procedure of evaluation we developed a semiautomated method to avoid the complexity of the classical evaluation. Our system consists on an optical picture analysis system connected with a specially developed computer program which allows fast quantification. Simultaneously to the outlining of interacting platelets the computer program recognizes, corrects, selects and stores the information, in order to perform the final calculations as previously established. This system has been demonstrated to be as effective as the classical morphometric evaluation in the measure of platelets interacting with subendothelium. Potential sources of error such as subjectivity of the observers in selecting the class of interacting platelets are avoided. The use of this combined method opens the possibility to adapt the Baumgartner perfusion system to clinical routine and to the screening of drugs that modify platelet adherence.